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THE ADVANTAGE OF KOLIDA
TOTAL STATION

WinCE TOTAL STATION

KTS-470RC SERIES
Windows CE Operating System

LCD Touch-screen, Graphic Display

You can use computer, then you can use our KTS-470RC
total station. Regardless of your profession, no experience
needed. From simple tasks to professional all-day use, enjoy
the benefits of simplicity and functionality with KTS-470RC.

Larger, highly visible, smart LCD touch screen allows you to view and
edit data with ease. Just work the way you want, show the data in
graphic display.

Dual-axis Compensation
With advanced electronic compensators, KTS-470RC can
level and correct collimation errors quickly. Dual-axis
compensation on KTS-470RC can assure you the maximum
reliability with both horizontal and vertical angles.
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Mapping Genius
Mapping Genius is an integrated software for field data collection and mapping. With the advantages of Laptop, data
collector, PDA, it realizes the integration of indoor and outdoor works.

Complete Flexibility in Communications

Engineering Genius
Engineering Genius is especially designed for construction measurement works. It brings user data collection/
calculation and mapping programs which can be applied in various works.

Provide you full flexibility in data handling by SD card,
mini USB, RS232 port, Bluetooth (optional).
You can choose your favorite communication method, to
restore and transfer data quickly, securely.
RS232 serial port

Temperature Sensor

Support to work with both SurvCE and Field Genius
Carlson SurvCE (coming soon)
Carlson SurvCE, a user-friendly fieldwork solution to meet diverse needs. Provides
comprehensive data manipulation but no experience needs, combines advanced functionality
with easy-to-use interface, support landXML points, DTM, graphics, alignments, profiles and
sections. (Need to purchase individually)

Bluetooth (optional)

USB port and SD card

Non-prism Distance Measurement
Telegraph Pole

Non-prism Range 800m, Prism 5km-10km. Better stability,
shorter time. KOLIDA 470RC maximize your working
efficiency.
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MicroSurvy Field Genius (coming soon)
MicroSurvy Field Genius is survey data collection software, functions with code-free linework,
productivity tasks, better calculation tools and hardware freedom of choice. (Need to purchase
individually)

